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[bookmark: N100D7]Who Should Read it








          This documentation is written for members of the quality assurance staff who 
          have to test PDF documents but who are not Java programmers.
        


          We assume that you have some knowledge of and experience with XML. And having a basic
          understanding of test automation is helpful, but not required.
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          A demo project containing many examples is available here: 
          http://www.pdfunit.com/en/download/index.html.
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          An XML Schema exists to validate PDFUnit. It's documentation is available online:
          http://www.pdfunit.com/en/api/xml/index.html.
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          PDFUnit is available not only for XML, but also for Java and Perl.
          An implementation in CSharp is still in progress. Separate documentation 
          exists for each language.
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          If you have problems to test a PDF, please search for a similar problem in the internet.
          Maybe, you find a solution.
          Finally, you are invited to write to problem[at]pdfunit.com 
          and describe the problem. We'll try to help you.
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          Do you need other test functions? Please feel free to send your requirements to request@pdfunit.com.
          You are invited to influence the further development of PDFUnit.
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          Some examples in this book use PDF documents from the web.
          For legal reasons I make clear that I dissociate myself from their content, for instance
          I can not read Chinese. These documents support tests, for which I
          could not create my own test documents, e.g. the Chinese PDF documents.
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          This documentation was created with DocBook-XML and
          both PDF and HTML are generated from one text source.
          It is well known that the layout can be improved in both formats,
          e.g. the pagebreaks in PDF format.
          And improving the layout is already on my to-do list, 
          but there are other tasks with higher priority.
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          Any kind of feedback is welcomed. Please write to feedback[at]pdfunit.com.
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